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Welcome to the first newsletter of Twenty-Twenty. I hope the New Year brings to you
health, wealth and happiness.
The New Year at Shirley Photographic Society brings a wealth of talent. January sees
the annual visit of the latest MCPF Travelling Portfolio, showcasing some of the work of
the best Midlands’ photographers, our own ‘Transport’- themed competition and a return
visit for professional photographer, the unmissable, Ashley Franklin (see page 02). In
February, we can look forward to our Mono Competition (this year judged by John
Haines) and Landscapes (judged by Paddy Ruske) as well as our own Graham Walton
with his talk ‘East, West and In-Between’.
Many thanks to Fay Venables, Sue Pearmain and Chris Mallett for organising our
wonderful Christmas Meal at Fulford Heath Golf Course, which proved to be an excellent
evening. Great food, great company and I managed to find a matching pair of shoes this
time.
Also, many thanks to Chris, Jan, Fay, Patrick, Sue and Dave for all of their hard work in
co-ordinating and presenting our Christmas Knockout at the end of December. This
popular event raised a grand total of £462.50 towards club funds! The proceeds from
the Knockout, the weekly Lottery draw and our raffle draws each year help to pay for
visiting speakers and judges, meaning we can invite quality visitors from further afield,
so many thanks for supporting these events.
Every New Year brings a chance to mark the passage of time, reflect on the past and
embrace the future. Some people make resolutions, only to break them; we promise to
be better, do more, try harder, give up bad habits, but often find that life just gets in the
way. Apple supremo, Steve Jobs was once quoted as saying: ‘Treat yourself well and
cherish others. As we grow older, we grow smarter, and we slowly realise that, whether
the watch is worth £20 or £2,000, both show the same time, whether the car is worth
£2,000 or £200,000, the journey is the same and both reach the same destination’.
Words of wisdom, I think you will agree.

Jane Roby

11 Puzzle Corner
12 Forthcoming
Events

Wishing you a very Happy New Year.
All the berry vest!
Phil Moorhouse LRPS
SPS President &
Newsletter Editor

Calling all members …..
We are always on the look-out for contributions to our Society Newsletter. If you would
like to submit an article, your biography, some photographs, a tutorial, a joke, a puzzle, a
poem, an advertisement, or anything else you can think of, all contributions will be
gratefully received at:
phil-moorhouse@virginmedia.com
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Spotlight on
Ashley
Franklin

Thursday 30th January 2020

‘The Wider World of Photography’

They say if you can earn a living doing something you enjoy, then
you will never have to work another day for the rest of your life.
Well, Ashley has successfully managed to turn his pursuit and
passion for photography into a profession. Hailing from the town
of Belper, in Derbyshire, Ashley left college and began his career
on BBC local radio, although photography was always a keen
interest. Inspired by the images of photographers such as Charlie
Waite, Franco Fortana, Ernst Haas and Michael Busselle, his
passion soon turned into a profession. After leaving Radio Derby
in 2000 to pursue a freelance career in broadcasting, film/theatre
critique and feature-writing, Ashley’s photography eventually
became his full-time profession, driven largely by the digital
revolution. In the summer of 2002, The Well-Hung Gallery (yes, this is a real thing!), in
Belper, exhibited some of Ashley’s pictorial art and he sold his first prints.
Since then, Ashley has expanded his portfolio, branching into
wedding and portrait photography, alongside commercial and
events photography. He has produced many calendars,
postcards, greetings cards, tourist and travel brochures,
theatre posters and portfolios for artists and musicians.
Ashley’s talk ‘The Wider World of Photography’ is designed to
inspire and inform and covers many of the greatest artists the
world has seen in photography, such as Karsh, Avedon,
Salgado, Beaton, McCullin and Capa, plus many others.
To explore more of Ashley’s work, visit:
https://www.ashleyfranklin.co.uk/

14-17 March 2020, The NEC, Birmingham
The Photography Show and The Video Show will return to the NEC, between 14-17
March 2020, offering everything any photographer or moving image maker, enthusiast
or pro could possibly dream of; from the latest kit by leading brands to inspiring talks
and demos from some of the best names in the industry. Not only that, it is fun and
accessible to all (families welcome). Whatever your level or interest, come and see what
it is all about.
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Competition
Results

Natural History
One of the highlights of our competition season is always the Natural History
Competition and this year’s entries reached the highest standards. Judged by popular
visitor to Shirley, Peter E. Cheetham, here are the results:
Prints:

01 Group 1 ‘Chameleon’
Rosie Thompson

02 Group 1 ‘Long-Eared Owl’
Chris Johnson

03 Group 1 ‘Otter’
Chris Johnson

01 Group 2 ‘Kingfisher’
Martin Thompson

02 Group 2 ‘Giraffe Silhouette’
Jan Cochrane

03 Group 2 ‘Polecats’
Martin Thompson
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Competition
Results
(continued)

02 Group 3 ‘Alert Red Squirrel’
Christine Mallett

01 Group 3 ‘Banded Demoiselle
on Campion’ Mick Schilling

03 Group 3 ‘Greater Kestrel at Sunset’
Christine Mallett

Digitals:

Usefully Useless
•

•

•

•

•

Some pigeons follow
roads and turn off at
motorway junctions
when navigating.
The collective noun for
group of rhinos is a
‘crash’.
Herrings break wind to
communicate and keep
the school together.
Brussels sprouts contain
three times as much
vitamin C as oranges.
Polar bears can eat as
many as 86 penguins in a
single sitting.

01 Group 1 ‘Resting Cheetah’
Jenny Ladbrooke

02 Group 1 ‘Blackthorn Blossom’
Tony Dyson

03 Group 1 ‘Spooked Zebra’
Jenny Ladbrooke
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Even More
Competition
Results

Tips for Improving
your Photography
• Visit art galleries for
inspiration.
• Experiment with
different camera
angles to give a fresh
perspective to a
subject.
• Visit a zoo and try to
conceal the fact the
animals are in a zoo by
carefully framing the
shot.
• Take a camera with
you everywhere.
• Pick a colour and
shoot a series of
photographs featuring
this colour.
• Select an aperture
setting (Av mode) or a
shutter speed (Tv or S
mode) and stick to
that setting all day.

01 Group 2 ‘Puffins’
Dave Ward

02 Group 2 ‘Lilac-Breasted Roller in Flight’

03 Group 2 ‘Female Mallard’

Jan Cochrane

Patrick Reynolds

01 Group 3 ‘Humpback Whale Fluking’
Jane Storer

02 Group 3 ‘Mayfly’
Mick Schilling

03 Group 3 ‘Fox’
Sue Pearmain

Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
Two antennas met on a roof, fell in love and got married. The ceremony wasn't much, but
the reception was excellent.
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The President’s
Assignment
Phil Moorhouse

‘The Passage of Time’
In November each year, the President-Elect chooses a title for the President’s
Assignment, the following year. The only rule being that the photograph must have been
taken (or created) during the year prior to the competition. This year’s title was ‘The
Passage of Time’ and, with such high-quality responses, our President had his work cut
out to choose his favourites. Here are the results:

03 Group 1
‘Locked in Time’
Graham Williams

02 Group 1
‘Ancient Rocks and a Meteorite’
Chris Johnson

01 Group 1
‘Birth and Death of a Flower’
Hazel Lane
02 Group 2
‘Stratford Road Through Time’
Martin Thompson

03 Group 2
‘More than a Century
Between Them’
Jeanette Strange

Next
President’s
Assignment
Motivated by a turbulent
few years in politics, our
next President’s
Assignment, set by Mick
Schilling is:

01 Group 2
‘Bird Bath’
Jan Cochrane

‘Leaves or Remains’
In addition to the usual
club rules, where the
image must be the work
of the author, entries to
the President’s Assignment
must have been created in
the year following the
launch of the assignment
on 14th November 2019.

02 Group 3
‘Oops Too Far
Back’
Jane Roby

Entry is up to three digital
images, judged in our usual
groups.
Full rules may be found at:
http://www.shirleyphoto.org/i
mages/pdf/SPSrules2019.pdf

01 Group 3
‘Communication through the Ages’
Sue Pearmain

03 Group 3 ‘Going Going Gone’
Mick Schilling
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More Worms
Of Wisdy
Professor Unwin

Professor Unwin’s Guide to Audiole-Visuole (AV)
Professy, being afficionadole of musicold in all
its manifestashy, always lookit forefold to the
competibold of the Audiole-Visuole in the
monthly tito of Aprilio. Deep joy!
AV sequinces prove to be the bestly-most
instrument for presentage of the Photolopper’s
favoured-most pickles, accompanole by a
musicold sonnete. An Audiole-Visuole may
interpolate a sonnete, a Poang or a slice of musicold through the sequince of pickles all
trickly-how and huffalo-dowder. An AV might regail a tale or documole a scheme or an
eventful-tito, thro’ the medial of pickles. Oh yes!
Other AVs, presentage sequinces of pickles all warm-and-falolloping, to the slice of
musicold in the Photolopper-Harmonie sequince. Transitional-clappits between pickles
timed perfeckers to the musicold. Oh folly!
A worm of warny tho’. Photoloppers tempted to carve-out Audiole-Visuoles formit
copywrite musicold may incur the wrath of Senior Judgylopper Rinder. Wristy-most
slapper! Rest-assured, musicold copyleft is availibold to accompanole the sequinces of
pickles for your AV perfeckers.
Populaire softwodes to presentage AVs inclusold:
E Pro-Show Gold®
E Pics-to-Exe® (Windoles)
E i-Movie® (Apple Mack)
E AudaCity®
(other softwodes are availibold)
Remember! Keep Photolopping those pickles!

Prof S. Unwin

Selfie
or Célfie?

Visit us
On-Line!

More Mobile Phone Photography
The Selfie, or the more pretentiously spelt ‘Célfie’, is a
picture taken of yourself using a cell (ie mobile) phone. The
Célfie may be taken in front of a mirror, or at arm’s length
to place your face in the picture when recording your visit
to a memorable place or event. Célfies are usually casual
in nature and often shared on social networking platforms
such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and Instagram.
Célfies typically refer to self-portraits taken with the camera
phone held at arm’s length, as opposed to those taken
using a self-timer.

http://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
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Introducing:
Jolanta
Bujalska-Axon

Since I was a child, I always had an interest in anything to do with art and had a deep
passion for nature. My Photographic skills developed slowly over the years, as at first, I
was only taking memorable snaps. I had a simple Kodak while growing up, but, by the
time I was in my early twenties, I was able to progress onto a second-hand Canon SLR
(AT 1) which was bought for me by my grandfather from Sherwoods in Birmingham. My
grandfather had worked there many years before and was always a keen photographer.
He part exchanged a twin lens reflex camera and I came out with my first proper camera.
I still have it. It’s such a solid camera and nothing is automatic. Everything has to be set
manually and even the light meter which is only a lever that moves up or down.
Over the coming years, I learnt about the
basics by reading and practising. I still have
John Hedgecoe’s Introductory Photography
Course from which I gained the most
important basic knowledge. My experiences
of the dark room at university helped me
learn so much about the process though my
images were quite poor. I certainly wish I
could redo those years where I had the
opportunity to spend time on developing my
photography skills.
Over my working years as a teacher, the last twenty as a specialist SEN advisor, I used
my skills taking photos of children, as well as my pets and nature. Once I had my own
children, taking their photos became my new obsession. One image of my daughter
Emily, I entered into a local Boots competition and she won at that store as a Boots Baby
of The Year. I was lucky to have the local paper contact me wishing to do a photo shoot
in my garden. What a big surprise and shock to find myself and Emily in full colour across
the front cover! Yet so embarrassing!
I did have some experience of sport photography but not to any decent level. It amuses
me when I think back to my then ‘confident’ attempts which were not that good. I was
married to a local Football Club director and travelled far and wide to matches and spent
time in the boardrooms and enjoyed the sport for quite a few years. I was fortunate to
have the opportunity to practise my photography skills at some matches and some shots
that I took, I think were reasonable. However, without the right spot to crouch in, or a
tripod or a decent long lens, my attempts were really only a good record of the action
and players.
My luck in a Photographic magazine competition won me access to the areas at
Silverstone only usually allowed to the press, well so I thought. I had such a great time
taking ‘snaps’ and even saw Jackie Stewart on that day who was visiting. However, I did
get some strange looks from professional photographers in the selective lounge as I
walked around enjoying the refreshments and proudly carrying my Canon EOS 100 and
Sigma 75-300 lens. I realised later I wasn’t supposed to be in there!
My passion for nature, the outdoors and
animals has always inspired me in my art
or photography. I still have a loft full of
many old photographs. Once I became
involved with the British Shorthair Breed
my interest in feline photography
developed. I’ve been running my own
website for quite a few years now which
has helped in my cat breeding hobby
including showing. Maintaining the site
requires time and taking some decent
images of the cats.
http://www.delphiniumcats.com
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Jolanta
Bujalska-Axon
(continued)

A lovely lady bought a kitten from me a couple of years ago, so we became friends and
she happened to be a professional photographer. She guides me when she has time
and added me to SheClicks, a group on Facebook for women photographers or ones
still learning. It’s a lovely group and also shares peoples’ creative and skilled images.
Constructive criticism can be asked for too.
Since I joined the SPS in Sept 2018, I have truly been
inspired. Now, I realise how high the standards are and look
especially for advice from those in Group 3 and learn so much
from their superb images. As a relative beginner to ‘proper’
photography, I am very grateful to all the help this club offers.
By entering competitions, it helps me look at my own more
critically and it makes me work so much harder. I think this
club is so supportive, gives technical help, guidance and
friendship with like-minded people. It doesn’t matter how
good, or not, one is at photography, but one can enjoy this
‘obsessive’ hobby with like-minded people that love it to the
same degree.

Beach Huts

Use Framing
To highlight an element
in your shot, or give it
more weight, use any
natural ‘framing’
available. Frames are
natural elements
surrounding a subject,
either in front or
behind. Often two or
three lines around a
subject are sufficient to
frame it. Holes, doors,
windows and trees
make excellent frames.

A Very British Institution and a Great Photo-Opportunity
A common sight on the seafront
or promenade of many British
resorts is that of the beach hut.
These brightly-coloured variants
of the humble garden shed,
usually featuring a crumbling
timber roof and a rusty padlock,
have many roles. Despite the
lack of running water or
electricity, these ‘Sheds with a
sea view’ command premium
rental fees. Their primary function
is to store ‘beach paraphernalia’.
Deck-chairs, wind-breaks and
sun-parasols
sit
happily
alongside an inflatable killer whale, a single yellow flip-flop and a lone dinghy paddle. A
Calorâ gas stove, a tin kettle, two chipped metal mugs, an arm-band and a collection of
shells inside a plastic bucket may be found neatly stacked inside the hut. Such
treasures, of course, explain the need for the padlock.
Beach huts are, indeed, an attractive subject for any photographer. Bright colours,
repeating patterns, paths and tracks leading us into the picture and the classic British
summer-sky all make for an appealing picture.

Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
Two fish swim into a concrete wall. The one turns to the other and says "Dam!".
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SPS Website
Jane Roby
Website Administrator

www.shirleyphoto.org

Compositional
Ideas
• Draw the viewer’s
attention into your
picture (left-to-right,
top-to-bottom)
• Use the rule-of-thirds,
placing a subject of
interest roughly on
the intersection of
two thirds.
• Border control – check
around the edges of
your picture for
unwanted
distractions.
• Leading Lines – Use
fences, road, shadows,
benches, anything that
points your viewer
into the picture.
• Odd numbers of
things seem to work
well.
• Know the rules of
composition, so you
can break them!

Following some kind words from Phil in the last newsletter I thought I would write a little
about our club website and how it came into being.
The present website was designed in the summer of 2013 by my daughter, Lauren. The
date is etched in my memory because she completed it and trained those of us involved
in its use just before leaving to live in Australia. Whilst Lauren made it all work on the
screen, the general principles of the design were the result of a subcommittee,
comprising myself, Christine Mallett, Dave Venables and Graham Walton. We trawled
through every website in the MCPF (Midland Counties Photographic Federation)
deciding what we liked and didn't like and aimed to come up with the best website in the
area.
Having taken over as programme secretary
at a time when speakers were booked by
phone calls and letters, I had inherited a
system of sending out paper copies of the
programme and photocopied maps of
where to find us. I had already changed this
to using emails and google maps, but in
deciding the purpose of the website,
communication with judges and speakers
was important as well as showcasing the
club to the general public and attracting
potential new members. Phil Moorhouse
took over from me as programme secretary
and, with his background in teaching IT, has
also given me a lot of support in developing
the site further. He has added PDFs of the
club newsletters in the information section.
Subsequently Sue Pearmain is going to
take on the role, as well as being club
treasurer.
After a Welcome and our Contact Information on the first page, 'About us' gives a potted
history of this club which has existed since 1937. The 'Where to Find Us' page has an
interactive map as well as a photo of the venue and public transport links. This has
proved popular with our judges and speakers and very effective, as you would expect
when the principle designers of this feature were our two resident judges and speakers,
Dave and Graham. To the right-hand side of the front page is a column for news events,
such as diary notes and other relevant comments.
The Programme is not just an online
version of the paper one that some of
you will have picked up at the
beginning of the season, everything in
blue is a link to the appropriate section
or an outside website. That is the case
throughout our website.
Christine has been the external
competitions secretary for the majority
of the twelve years that I have been a
member of SPS. She regularly tries to
encourage entry into a variety of external competitions. The details of the wide number
of options available are listed in the Exhibitions section. If you want to know more then
ask Christine.
Jan Cochrane, as competition secretary, not only receives your competition entries, but
uploads results, and images of the winning three for each group onto the site and into
the Competition Gallery.
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SPS Website
(continued)

In addition to all this we have a Members Gallery. For those who don't yet have a page,
and would like one, the requirement is up to eight images of competition quality, sized
to 618 pixels wide, any height, and no canvas. The reason for the sizing is that the site
is only just over a thousand pixels in width, so the standard club sizing for competitions
would just not fit. The software creates a frame around the image, regardless of size,
so the addition of a canvas would ruin the overall appearance. Right click is disabled
throughout the site, so images cannot be copied. Just speak to me if you would like
page or want to change images on an existing page.
You will also notice that there are randomly changing header images on most pages.
These are 1000 x 300 pixels in size. If you have a suitable image, I would be glad to
receive it. There are around 60 in this library already. As I receive more images the plan
is to retire long standing images as appropriate.

General
Information
•
•
•
•
•

Competition Rules
Digital Preparation
Newsletters
Useful Links
Competition Results

The remaining sections of the site contains useful links and a copy of the club rules,
updated as and when required.
As overall administrator, I not only look after those sections not covered by specific
secretaries but have a general knowledge of the site as a whole. As such I can step in
should anything need doing when the usual secretary is unavailable, or to train new
users should this be required. I also make sure the bills are paid for web hosting and
the domain name.
At present the committee has decided to try the introduction of digital images in advance
of print competitions. If it is decided to continue with this method, I will be creating extra
pages for the site to display the winning print results from the start of next season.
In general, I think we have succeeded in our intention to create the best site in the MCPF.

Puzzle Corner

What is It?
02

01

03
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Which Settings Would You Use?

A.
B.
C.

Forthcoming
Events

f/2.8 1 sec
f/22 20 sec
f/8 1/100th sec

45th Smethwick International Exhibition
Saturday 4th to 12th January 2020
The Old School House
Churchbridge,
Oldbury
B69 2AS ....

MCPF Midphot AV Championships
Saturday 25th January 2020
Venue: The Priory Centre, Burton on Trent,
DE13 0HE
Email: avchamp@mcpf.co.uk

42nd Open Exhibition, Solihull
Saturday 29th February 2020
Solihull School,
Warwick Road,
Solihull

https://solihullopenexhibition.co.uk

The Photography Show
14th -17th March 2020 NEC Birmingham
Book your ticket online and use the code EOSTPS20 to get a discount of 20%:
https://photographyshow.com/buy-tickets

MidPhot 2020
Wednesday 18th to 22nd March 2020
The Old School House
Churchbridge,
Oldbury
B69 2AS ....

www.wmid-av.uk/midphot

Puzzle Answers
B. f/22 20 sec
Stack of plates, Ballpoint pen, Serrated knife
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